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"Young science enthusiasts will love testing and creating these shrunken-down science
experiments, making each project as entertaining as it is educational."-During the first chaotic months after the fall of the Third Reich, the RAE sent test pilots
throughout the British Zone of Occupation to collect examples of the Luftwaffe's standard
aircraft and then ferry them to Farnborough. Captain Eric Brown was a pilot in this ferrying
operation. Here Brown delivers a detailed assessment of the characteristics of these principal
German aircraft: Fw200C; Heinkel He162; Junkers Ju87; Dornier Do217; Messerschmitt Me262,
Bf109G, Bf110, Me163, and several others.
The epic third novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series by
Sarah J. Maas. Feyre has returned to the Spring Court, determined to gather information on
Tamlin's actions and learn what she can about the invading king threatening to bring her land to
its knees. But to do so she must play a deadly game of deceit. One slip could bring doom not
only for Feyre, but for everything-and everyone-she holds dear. As war bears down upon them all,
Feyre endeavors to take her place amongst the High Fae of the land, balancing her struggle to
master her powers-both magical and political-and her love for her court and family. Amidst these
struggles, Feyre and Rhysand must decide whom to trust amongst the cunning and lethal High
Lords, and hunt for allies in unexpected places. In this thrilling third book in the #1 New York
Times bestselling series from Sarah J. Maas, the fate of Feyre's world is at stake as armies
grapple for power over the one thing that could destroy it.
In December 1943, a top secret contract (E.24/43) was awarded to Miles Aircraft. The contract
was to build the world's first supersonic jet capable of 1000mph. The only reliable source of
data on supersonic objects came from the Armament Research Dept and their wind tunnel tests on
ammunition. From this, Miles developed an exceptionally thin-winged, bullet-shaped aircraft. the
research was inexplicably passed to the Americans in 1944. By December 1945, one prototype was
virtually complete. The second, destined for an attempt at the sound barrier was 80 per cent
complete. In February 1946, Capt Eric Brown was confirmed as the test pilot and October 1946 was
set for the supersonic trials. However, on 12 February 1946, Miles were ordered to stop
production. No plausible explanation was given for the cancellation when Britain was within six
months of breaking the sound barrier. Eric Brown and others directly involved including Dennis
Bancroft, the Chief Aerodynamicist on the M.52, have now come together to try and finally solve
the mystery behind the cancellation.
A True Story of Soaring Ambition and Searing Rivalry
Art Show
Last of the Few
Wings of the Storm
The Shadow of His Wings
Miles M.52
Ulrich describes his 150 grueling missions as a fighter pilot par excellence, until being shot down and captured over England in
October 1940.
Wings on My SleeveThe World's Greatest Test Pilot tells his storyOrion
Landing in the army hospital after a plane crash, Major Jack Novak tries to win the heart of army nurse Lieutenant Ruth
Doherty, but Jack soon realizes that he has his work cut out for him as he tries to break down her defenses. Original.
Alex Henshaw spent the early days of World War II at Eastleigh, England, testing the immortal Spitfire fighter with Jeffrey Quill
before being appointed Chief Test Pilot at Supermarine's new factory in Castle Bromwich. Thousands of Spitfires were tested
and manufactured at this site throughout the war, by the end of which 37,000 test flights had been made with Alex Henshaw
flying an estimated ten percent of all Spitfires ever built. Often landing without aids of any kind, his breathtaking aerobatic
style and complete mastery of the aircraft were to save his life on several occasions.
Spitfire on My Tail
A Sky Full Of Wings
Pushing the Envelope
The Women Who Flew for Hitler
Janice VanCleave’s Crazy, Kooky, and Quirky Astronomy Experiments
Dubin's Lives
Ernest K. Gann’s classic memoir is an up-close and thrilling account of the treacherous early days of commercial aviation. In his inimitable style, Gann brings
you right into the cockpit, recounting both the triumphs and terrors of pilots who flew when flying was anything but routine.
A Sky Full Of Wings is a compelling and heartwarming collection that delves into the themes of journeying, home, ancestral land and circle of life. Personal
experiences are interwoven with family history, highlighting journeys -- both physical and psychological -- that are encountered along the way. Individual
poems received honorable mentions in the 45th New Millennium Writing Awards and the Rochester Writers Margo Lagattuta Award Contest. The book was
selected as a finalist in the 2020 New Women's Voices Chapbook Competition.
Is true love waiting in the wings for Annie? A fresh, funny and romantic novel with a terrifically engaging heroine. Actress Annie Mitchell is devastated. Her
husband Max has run off with her best friend, leaving her with a stack of unpaid bills and the self-esteem of the last sandwich in a railway buffet. But
salvation is on the horizon care of her agent, Julia, who has a tall, dark and disconcertingly sexy surprise up her sleeve. Protesting madly, Annie finds herself
bound for Yorkshire and a starring role in rep'. The only problem being that Much Ado About Nothing has nothing on events at the Phoenix Theatre. Not
only is Annie forced to work with Nick Ryan, Julia's surprise and the man Annie ditched for Max, but something or someone is determined to see the
Phoenix reduced to ashes...
"It's gross, it's spooky...it's what's for dinner! Readers will love creating the variety of disgusting yet delicious dinner entrees featured in this cookbook. Do
you dare take a bite?"-Page 1/5
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A Pilot's Memoir
World War II Naval Aircraft in Combat
10 Stories of Flyers and Flying
Flying German Aircraft of the Second World War
Over to You
Spreading My Wings

The autobiography of one of the greatest pilots in history. In 1939 Eric Brown was on a University of Edinburgh exchange course
in Germany, and the first he knew of the war was when the Gestapo came to arrest him. They released him, not realising he was a
pilot in the RAF volunteer reserve: and the rest is history. Eric Brown joined the Fleet Air Arm and went on to be the greatest test
pilot in history, flying more different aircraft types than anyone else. During his lifetime he made a record-breaking 2,407
aircraft carrier landings and survived eleven plane crashes. One of Britain's few German-speaking airmen, he went to Germany in
1945 to test the Nazi jets, interviewing (among others) Hermann Goering and Hanna Reitsch. He flew the suicidally dangerous
Me 163 rocket plane, and tested the first British jets. WINGS ON MY SLEEVE is 'Winkle' Brown's incredible story.
Demon's Kiss Maggie Shayne Maggie Shayne spreads her wings in this new novel of immortal love Even by vampire standards,
Reaper is a loner, and his current mission to destroy a gang of rogue bloodsuckers is definitely a one‒vamp job. Then fate takes
a hand, and before he knows it, he's surrounded by a ragtag crew of misfit helpers: the newbie, the princess, the shape‒shifter
and the human healer. Seth is new to immortality, but he's sharp and strong ‒ and he'll risk anything for the rogues' strange
female captive, a secretive creature he doesn't understand but feels compelled to save. Vixen is confused by the emotions that
swirl through her at the sight of her impulsive hero. She only hopes the brutal Gregor and his bloodthirsty renegades will leave
her alive long enough to explore them. Or will Reaper himself be the one to destroy them all? Maggie Shayne has a talent for
taking characters born in fantasy and making them come alive. ‒ Romantic Times BOOK reviews
Prince Ardwin, known as Birdwing, the youngest of six brothers turned into swans by their stepmother, is unable to complete the
transformation back into human form, so he undertakes a journey to discover whether his feathered arm will be a curse or a
blessing to him. Reprint.
During more than two decades of uninterrupted flying Eric 'Winkle' Brown enjoyed the most extraordinary career of any test
pilot and no pilot has a logbook that lists a greater variety of aircraft types flown. The first naval officer to head the elite
Aerodynamics Flight at the world renowned Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, 'Winkle' Brown fulfilled his childhood
ambition to fly German aircraft. Indeed, he was to fly no fewer than 55 individual German aircraft types, ranging from such
exotic creations as the push-and-pull Dornier Do 335 and the remarkable little Heinkel He 162 Volksjager to the highly
innovative combat types that were entering the inventory of the Luftwaffe shortly before the demise of Germany's Third Reich.
'Winkle' Brown also interrogated many of the leading German wartime aviation personalities, such as Willy Messerschmitt, Ernst
Heinkel, Kurt Tank, and Hanna Reitsch. From his unique knowledge of German aviation, 'Winkle' Brown has selected the most
important and most promising aircraft employed by the Luftwaffe and those evolved for that air arm in Germany during World
War II--the true wings of the Luftwaffe. He describes their background and characteristics, and together with more than 200
photographs, color profiles, and sectional drawings provides an in-depth assessment of the contribution made to the annals of
military aviation in the late 1930s and early 1940s by an aircraft industry that proved itself truly second to none in ingenuity.
The Centenary Collection
Empire of the Clouds
(The Rise of Sigurd 3): An all-action, gripping Viking saga from bestselling author Giles Kristian
Wings of the Luftwaffe
Flying the Captured German Aircraft of World War II
Wings on My Sleeve by Eric Brown
Welcome to Wynne, population 3,401. No billionaires. No professional athletes. No celebrities. In this small town, current
events are pondered in mirrors at the local salon or around crowded tables at the diner, and there's a new couple to gossip
about. A rough and tumble woman who works in her dad's garage, not yet ready to spread her wings, shows the new guy in
town what it's like to finally have roots. It's your run-of-the-mill, sexy, Astro van driving dentist meets smart-ass, bass
fishing tomboy in a story of real-life romance. Low on drama. High on love. Pull up a chair and stay a while.
Students will reach for the stars without having to leave their own backyards when performing astronomy experiments from
Janice VanCleave's new crazy, kooky, and quirky collection. They will find the North Star, demonstrate the path of a
satellite, and even build their own astronomical tools using household items. Engaging analyses of experiment results will
inspire readers to expand their thinking and to understand astronomy from practical, mathematical, and historical angles
alike. Featuring color illustrations and safe, simple step-by-step instructions, students will love learning just how much fun
science can be with these twenty-four astronomy experiments.
Art Show guides students as they conceive and set up their own art show for their friends and community. The considerate
text includes easy-to-follow lists and will hold the readers' interest, allowing for successful mastery and comprehension.
Written with a high interest level to appeal to a more mature audience, these books maintain a lower level of complexity
with clear visuals to help struggling readers along. A table of contents, glossary with simplified pronunciations, and index all
enhance achievement and comprehension.
Eric 'Winkle' Brown, the former Chief Naval Test Pilot and Commanding Officer of the renowned Aerodynamics Flight at the
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, is listed in the Guinness Book of Records as having flown more types of aircraft
than any other pilot in the world. The ground rules for this assessment were that only pilot-in-command flights should count,
and that marks or variants of a basic type of aircraft were not included. This remarkable record is reflected in the fact that
Captain Brown is both the most decorated Fleet Air Arm and British test pilot. The variety of aircraft he has flown is
incredible, and though his test and naval flying writings are already internationally known, he now has opened up pages of
his flying log books to reveal some of the more unusual types in his unique experience, and to relate their virtues or vices.
From the infamous Mitsubishi Zero-Sen and U.S. Navy's piston-engine Grumman F8F-2 Bearcat to the post-war swept-wing
de Havilland Swallow. From the North American Savage designed to take off from an aircraft carrier with a nuclear bomb to
the Supermarine Attacker, Eric 'Winkle' Brown has tested their qualities and takes the reader into the cockpits of those
exciting aircraft to thrill to the joys and hazards of flying both weird and wonderful aircraft with one of the greatest of all
pilots.
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Out of the Dust (Scholastic Gold)
A View from the Other Side
Demon's Kiss
Gateway to Supersonic Flight

Birds Without Wings traces the fortunes of one small community in southwest Turkey (Anatolia) in the early part of the last century—a quirky
community in which Christian and Muslim lives and traditions have co-existed peacefully over the centuries and where friendship, even love,
has transcended religious differences. But with the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire and the onset of the Great War, the sweep of history
has a cataclysmic effect on this peaceful place: The great love of Philothei, a Christian girl of legendary beauty, and Ibrahim, a Muslim
shepherd who courts her from near infancy, culminates in tragedy and madness; Two inseparable childhood friends who grow up playing in the
hills above the town suddenly find themselves on opposite sides of the bloody struggle; and Rustem Bey, a wealthy landlord, who has an
enchanting mistress who is not what she seems. Far away from these small lives, a man of destiny who will come to be known as Mustafa Kemal
Atatürk is emerging to create a country from the ruins of an empire. Victory at Gallipoli fails to save the Ottomans from ultimate defeat and, as
a new conflict arises, Muslims and Christians struggle to survive, let alone understand, their part in the great tragedy that will reshape the
whole region forever.
First published in 1994, this stirring autobiography of a fighter and test pilot takes readers full throttle through Carl's imposing list of "firsts."
Beginning with his World War II career, he gained such commendations as first Marine Corps ace, among the first Marines ever to fly a
helicopter, and first Marine to land aboard an aircraft carrier. His combat duty included the momentous battles at Midway and Guadalcanal.
Not one to rest on his laurels, however, he participated in photoreconnaissance operations over Red China in 1955 and flew missions in
Vietnam. In peacetime he gamed fame for "pushing the envelope" as a test pilot, adding the world's altitude and peace records to his wartime
feats and becoming the first U.S. military aviator to wear a full pressure suit. Such achievements also led to Carl's being the first living Marine
admitted to the Naval Aviation Hall of Honor, as well as the first Marine to be named to the Navy Carrier Aviation Test Pilots Hall of Honor.
This very readable memoir is as forthright and compelling as the man it chronicles.
A Viking saga of warmongering, honour and loyalty from the Sunday Times bestselling author of Lancelot, Giles Kristian. Perfect for fans of
Bernard Cornwell and Games of Thrones. "A fitting end to a trilogy that fans of Bernard Cornwell should devour" -- THE TIMES "The master
storyteller...whose books throw the reader headlong into the Viking age." -- BEN KANE "This remains Viking writing at its best: thrilling in it
truest sense, heart-rendering and, yes, glorious." -- MANDA SCOTT "Probably the best Viking saga I have ever read -- ***** Reader review
"Wonderfully written and researched, the whole series makes the entire Nordic world come alive" -- ***** Reader review "This trilogy is
gripping from start to finish" -- ***** Reader review ***************************************** THE GODS MUST BE FAVOURED...
Norway, AD 785. A wild place, a place of blood, a place where the gods hold sway . . . Sigurd Haraldarson and his oathsworn band are
winning fame and reputation. But to confront his hated enemy - the oath-breaker and betrayer King Gorm - they must win riches too. When a
daring raid goes wrong, Sigurd finds himself a prisoner of the powerful Jarl Guthrum. Bound like a slave, he is taken to the sacred temple at
Ubsola to face the sacrificial knife. But here Sigurd discovers a potent relic: Gungnir, a great spear that would give him the power to assemble
a host strong enough to challenge King Gorm, and avenge the betrayal of his father and the murder of his family. The roar of Odin and the wild
hunt will be as nothing compared to Sigurd's rage, for he and his warriors will be borne on the wings of the storm . . . Wings of the Storm
concludes the Viking saga, started in God of Vengeance and Winter's Fire.
Learn to perform fun, step-by-step tricks with common household items. Learn intriguing facts about magicians of the past and their aweinspiring tricks. Get the inside scoop on how to stage a magic show that'll leave audiences amazed and astounded.
Mini Science Fun
The World's Greatest Test Pilot tells his story
Birdwing
Sigh for a Merlin
Waiting In The Wings
When Britain's Aircraft Ruled the World
On A Crash Course With LoveShe was the woman of pararescue jumper Manny Pena's dreams. But he'd stuck his foot in
his mouth the last time he met Celia Munoz. Now, grounded after a parachuting accident, he was desperate to make
amends with the beautiful widow. But Celia wasn't having it. The last thing she needed was another man with a
dangerous job––even if he had given his life to God. Yet Manny's growing commitment to her and her troubled son began
to convince her that perhaps she should take her own leap of faith.
Two months before the outbreak of the Second World War, eighteen-year-old Geoffrey Wellum becomes a fighter pilot
with the RAF . . . Desperate to get in the air, he makes it through basic training to become the youngest Spitfire pilot in
the prestigious 92 Squadron. Thrust into combat almost immediately, Wellum finds himself flying several sorties a day,
caught up in terrifying dogfights with German Me 109s. Over the coming months he and his fellow pilots play a crucial
role in the Battle of Britain. But of the friends that take to the air alongside Wellum many never return.
Selvbiografi om oplevelser og hændelser i et langt liv som pilot, herunder testpilot i den engelske flåde og testcenteret i
Farnborough. Samtidig er det en historisk beskrivelse af Fleet Air Arm
With a new introduction by Thomas Mallon Dubin's Lives (1979) is a compassionate and wry commedia, a book praised
by Christopher Lehmann-Haupt in The New York Times as Malamud's "best novel since The Assistant. Possibly, it is the
best he has written of all." Its protagonist is one of Malamud's finest characters; prize-winning biographer William Dubin,
who learns from lives, or thinks he does: those he writes, those he shares, the life he lives. Now in his later middle age,
he seeks his own secret self, and the obsession of biography is supplanted by the obsession of love--love for a woman
half is age, who has sought an understanding of her life through his books. Dubin's Lives is a rich, subtle book, as well
as a moving tale of love and marriage.
Wings of the Weird & Wonderful
A Soldier's Family
Zombie-gut Chili and Other Horrifying Dinners
Amazing Illusions, Tricks, and Science Facts You'll Never Believe
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The Battle of Britain in the Words of the Pilots Who Won It
Wings on My Sleeve

Biographers' Club Prize-winner Clare Mulley’s The Women Who Flew for Hitler—a dual biography of Nazi
Germany's most highly decorated women pilots. Hanna Reitsch and Melitta von Stauffenberg were talented,
courageous, and strikingly attractive women who fought convention to make their names in the male-dominated
field of flight in 1930s Germany. With the war, both became pioneering test pilots and were awarded the Iron
Cross for service to the Third Reich. But they could not have been more different and neither woman had a good
word to say for the other. Hanna was middle-class, vivacious, and distinctly Aryan, while the darker, more selfeffacing Melitta came from an aristocratic Prussian family. Both were driven by deeply held convictions about
honor and patriotism; but ultimately, while Hanna tried to save Hitler’s life, begging him to let her fly him to
safety in April 1945, Melitta covertly supported the most famous attempt to assassinate the Führer. Their
interwoven lives provide vivid insight into Nazi Germany and its attitudes toward women, class, and race.
Acclaimed biographer Clare Mulley gets under the skin of these two distinctive and unconventional women,
giving a full—and as yet largely unknown—account of their contrasting yet strangely parallel lives, against a
changing backdrop of the 1936 Olympics, the Eastern Front, the Berlin Air Club, and Hitler’s bunker. Told with
brio and great narrative flair, The Women Who Flew for Hitler is an extraordinary true story, with all the
excitement and color of the best fiction.Biographers' Club Prize-winner Clare Mulley’s The Women Who Flew for
Hitler—a dual biography of Nazi Germany's most highly decorated women pilots. Hanna Reitsch and Melitta von
Stauffenberg were talented, courageous, and strikingly attractive women who fought convention to make their
names in the male-dominated field of flight in 1930s Germany. With the war, both became pioneering test pilots
and were awarded the Iron Cross for service to the Third Reich. But they could not have been more different and
neither woman had a good word to say for the other. Hanna was middle-class, vivacious, and distinctly Aryan,
while the darker, more self-effacing Melitta came from an aristocratic Prussian family. Both were driven by
deeply held convictions about honor and patriotism; but ultimately, while Hanna tried to save Hitler’s life,
begging him to let her fly him to safety in April 1945, Melitta covertly supported the most famous attempt to
assassinate the Führer. Their interwoven lives provide vivid insight into Nazi Germany and its attitudes toward
women, class, and race. Acclaimed biographer Clare Mulley gets under the skin of these two distinctive and
unconventional women, giving a full—and as yet largely unknown—account of their contrasting yet strangely
parallel lives, against a changing backdrop of the 1936 Olympics, the Eastern Front, the Berlin Air Club, and
Hitler’s bunker. Told with brio and great narrative flair, The Women Who Flew for Hitler is an extraordinary true
story, with all the excitement and color of the best fiction.
After the fall of France in May 1940, the British Expeditionary Force was miraculously evacuated from Dunkirk.
Britain now stood alone to face Hitler’s inevitable invasion attempt. For the German army to land across the
channel, Hitler needed mastery of the skies—the Royal Air Force would have to be broken. So every day
throughout the summer, German bombers pounded the RAF air bases in the southern counties. Greatly
outnumbered by the Luftwaffe, the pilots of RAF Fighter Command scrambled as many as five times a day, and
civilians watched skies crisscrossed with the contrails from the constant dogfights between Spitfires and
Me-109s. Britain’s very freedom depended on the outcome of that summer’s battle: Its air defenses were badly
battered and nearly broken, but against all odds, “The Few,” as they came to be known, bought Britain’s
freedom—many with their lives. More than a fifth of the British and Allied pilots died during the Battle of Britain.
These are the personal accounts of the pilots who fought and survived that battle. Their stories are as riveting,
as vivid, and as poignant as they were seventy years ago. We will not see their like again.
We had to do it. We had to reprint this book. Rarely has a book had such an impact on so many of us here at
Ignatius Press. It is one of the most powerful and moving books we have come across. If you can only buy one
book this season, this must be the one. Here is the astonishing true story of the harrowing experiences of a
young German seminarian drafted into Hitler's dreaded SS at the onset of World War II. Without betraying his
Christian ideals, against all odds, and in the face of Evil, Gereon Goldmann was able to complete his priestly
training, be ordained, and secretly minister to German Catholic soldiers and innocent civilian victims caught up
in the horrors of war. How it all came to pass will astound you. Father Goldmann tells of his own incredible
experiences of the trials of war, his many escapes from almost certain death, and the diabolical persecution that
he and his fellow Catholic soldiers encountered on account of their faith. What emerges is an extraordinary
witness to the workings of Divine Providence and the undying power of love, prayer, faith, and sacrifice.
Illustrated
Acclaimed author Karen Hesse's Newbery Medal-winning novel-in-verse explores the life of fourteen-year-old
Billie Jo growing up in the dust bowls of Oklahoma.
Birds Without Wings
Roots and Wings
Fate is the Hunter
First Light
Duels in the Sky
The Career of Fighter Ace and Test Pilot Marion Carl
Eric Brown joined the Fleet Air Arm and went on to be the greatest test pilot in history,
flying more different aircraft types than anyone else. He is the only man alive who has
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flown every major combat aircraft of the Second World War as well as all the early jets.
Speaking perfect German, he went to Germany in 1945 to test the Nazi jets, interviewing among others - Hermann Goering and Werner von Braun. He would have been the first man to
break the sound barrier, except that the British government cancelled the programme and
gave the technology to America. A living legend among aviation enthusiasts, his amazing
life story is now told in full - from crashing in front of Winston Churchill, to
unmasking a Neo-Nazi ring in the 1950s, to his terrifying flights in primitive jets and
rockets.
Born into great wealth, Walker, now in her 80s, chose to step beyond the chaperoned world
of privilege, becoming a pilot in the Air Transport Auxiliary, and going on to break the
speed record for women pilots. This book gives an insight into the life of a very special
woman.
Introduces the importance of reusing resources and explainshow to make a small library to
exchange books.Additional features to aid comprehension include detailed step-by-step
illustrations, a clear list of materials, informative captions and callouts, fast facts,
suggestions on how kids can make a difference, project tips and possible alterations, a
table of contents, a phonetic glossary, sources for further research, and introductions
tothe author and illustrator
An emotional love story that follows the touch-and-go relationship of Hayden and Tenley;
two young people who desperately want to love and be loved but are afraid to completely
let go of their pasts. Their body art is hot. Their chemistry is even hotter. From her
dark hair sweeping below her waist to her soft, sexy curves, Tenley Page intrigues tattoo
artist Hayden Stryker in a way no one else ever has…especially when she asks him to ink a
gorgeous, intricate design on her back. Yet for all her beauty, there is something darkly
tragic and damaged about Tenley that Hayden is everything. Covered in ink and steel,
Hayden is everything Tenley has never dared to want, awakening a desire to explore more
than the art adorning his stunning body. Trapped by a past that leaves her screaming from
nightmares, Tenley sees Hayden as the perfect escape. Although he has secrets too, if
they both keep themselves guarded perhaps their intense physical connection will remain
only that. But nothing, not even passion, can keep them safe from their pasts…
A Memory Between Us
Magic Up Your Sleeve
Clipped Wings
Build a Neighborhood Library
City Limits, #1
Testing the Spitfire
In 1945 Britain was the world's leading designer and builder of aircraft - a world-class
achievement that was not mere rhetoric. And what aircraft they were. The sleek Comet, the
first jet airliner. The awesome delta-winged Vulcan, an intercontinental bomber that
could be thrown about the sky like a fighter. The Hawker Hunter, the most beautiful
fighter-jet ever built and the Lightning, which could zoom ten miles above the clouds in
a couple of minutes and whose pilots rated flying it as better than sex. How did Britain
so lose the plot that today there is not a single aircraft manufacturer of any
significance in the country? What became of the great industry of de Havilland or Handley
Page? And what was it like to be alive in that marvellous post-war moment when innovative
new British aircraft made their debut, and pilots were the rock stars of the age? James
Hamilton-Paterson captures that season of glory in a compelling book that fuses his own
memories of being a schoolboy plane spotter with a ruefully realistic history of British
decline - its loss of self confidence and power. It is the story of great and charismatic
machines and the men who flew them: heroes such as Bill Waterton, Neville Duke, John
Derry and Bill Beaumont who took inconceivable risks, so that we could fly without a
second thought.
A Court of Wings and Ruin
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